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Abstract The local role that land-atmosphere interactions play in the rainfall process has been often
explored by investigating the initiation of moist convection as the top of the atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL) crosses the lifting condensation level (LCL). However, this LCL crossing alone is not a sufficient indica-
tor of the probability and intensity of subsequent convective precipitation, which is instead better charac-
terized by the added consideration of the so-called convective available potential energy (CAPE). In this
study, both the LCL crossing and CAPE are jointly considered as the primary indicators of the occurrence
and intensity of moist convection in order to analyze the land-atmosphere interactions through a simple
soil-plant system and a zero-dimensional mixed-layer model. The approach is explored using the free
atmospheric conditions observed at the Central Facility in the Southern Great Plains, where the ABL analysis
shows both dry and wet soil can be conducive to early moist convection depending on atmospheric condi-
tions but CAPE always tends to be larger under wetter soil conditions. The combination of the two indica-
tors, LCL crossing and CAPE, further allows us to classify free atmosphere and soil moisture regimes into
positive and negative feedback regimes for moist convection.

1. Introduction

Land-atmosphere coupling involves interacting processes among surface and subsurface hydrology, vege-
tation, and atmospheric dynamics at different spatial and temporal scales [Ek and Mahrt, 1994; Brubaker and
Entekhabi, 1995; D’Odorico and Porporato, 2004; Scanlon and Albertson, 2004; Qian et al., 2013; Ford et al.,
2014]. In particular, the soil water content, surface albedo, and magnitude of surface energy fluxes affect
the dynamics of the boundary layer, while the atmospheric conditions influence the surface evapotranspira-
tion via environmental factors, such as radiative forcing, temperature, wind speed, vapor pressure deficit,
and CO2 concentration. These factors form interesting feedback loops that control the relationships
between surface hydrology and atmospheric moist convection, and in turn play an important role in cli-
matic and ecohydrological processes [Betts et al., 1996; Findell and Eltahir, 2003; Koster et al., 2003; Juang
et al., 2007a; Betts, 2009; Siqueira et al., 2009; Konings et al., 2010; Yin et al., 2014].

Several previous studies have analyzed the land surface and free atmospheric controls on the initiation of
moist convection and cloud formation focusing on the conditions leading the atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL) to cross the lifting condensation level (LCL) [Ek and Mahrt, 1994; Ek and Holtslag, 2004; Juang et al.,
2007a, 2007b; Konings et al., 2010; Gentine et al., 2013]. In particular, simple mixed-layer models of the ABL
have been effective in capturing these processes and elucidating the connection between the surface states
and the ABL growth toward the LCL. For example, Siqueira et al. [2009] explored the linkage between soil
moisture and initiation of moist convection by coupling a soil-plant hydrodynamics model to a simplified ABL
model and found that when the soil is dry an external source of water (i.e., advection) is required to trigger
moist convection. Gentine et al. [2013] found dry soil advantage and wet soil advantage regimes by investigat-
ing the relative humidity at the top of the boundary layer through a conceptual mixed-layer model.

It is important to note that the LCL crossing is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the initiation of
deep convection. This is demonstrated, e.g., in the modeling study of Juang et al. [2007a] where convective
precipitation was always preceded by LCL crossing, while convective precipitation only occurred in 45% of
the LCL crossing cases. The reason for this is that the probabilities of occurrence and intensity of moist
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convection are controlled by the accumulation of convective available potential energy (CAPE) and convective
inhibition (CIN) (as illustrated in Figure 1) up to the time of LCL crossing [Emanuel, 1994; Kirkpatrick et al.,
2011]. In particular, it has been shown that to trigger convective rainfall in the midlatitude continental regions,
CAPE typically must exceed 400 J kg21 [Battan, 1973; Findell and Eltahir, 2003]. Furthermore, the Storm Predic-
tion Center (SPC) classifies atmospheric instability based on CAPE, as weak (CAPE< 1000 J kg21), moderate
(CAPE �1000–2500 J kg21), strong (CAPE �2500–4000 J kg21), and extreme (CAPE> 4000 J kg21). Conse-
quentially, CAPE can be used to efficiently interpret the atmospheric instability and diagnose severe thunder-
storm environments [Dean et al., 2009].

It is reasonable to conclude that both the time of LCL crossing and the corresponding value of CAPE should
be considered as indicators of subsequent moist convection. This changes the model condition from a sim-
ple binary crossing/no-crossing of the LCL to the combination of LCL crossing/no-crossing and a CAPE con-
dition of greater/less than certain thresholds (e.g., 400 J kg21). This simple change creates four possible
regimes rather than two. If these regimes were equiprobable, one might expect LCL crossing to be followed
by convective precipitation in about half of cases, which is similar to the results of Juang et al. [2007b]. Inter-
estingly, as we will demonstrate, the temporal evolution of CAPE, CIN, LCL, and the height of the ABL
depend strongly on the combination of soil and atmospheric conditions, unveiling more complex pathways
leading to deep convection, which clearly go beyond simple criteria based on the onset of condensation.
For example, both wet and dry soils can trigger early moist convection, as demonstrated in Gentine et al.
[2013], while wet soil usually tends to have a larger magnitude of CAPE as shown later in this study. As a
result, convection with early cloud formation under dry soil condition may be too weak to develop into
deep convection. Therefore, we contend that special attention should be paid to the joint dynamics of the
LCL, CAPE, and CIN and their sensitivities to soil conditions for the understanding of the impacts of land-
atmosphere coupling on convective precipitation.

In this study, we embed a simple soil-plant model within a zero-dimensional mixed-layer model of the con-
vective ABL [Garratt, 1992; Porporato, 2009] to simulate the diurnal development of the ABL up to the cross-
ing of the LCL as needed to explore the patterns of LCL crossing time and CAPE. This coupled model
captures the essential feedbacks between the land surface and atmosphere within the growing ABL, includ-
ing the partitioning of surface energy into sensible and latent heat fluxes, the effects of soil and plant water
stress in controlling evapotranspiration, as well as entrainment fluxes of moisture and energy from the free
atmosphere, and allows for a simultaneous computation of the LCL and CAPE evolution as a function of sur-
face (i.e., soil moisture) and free atmosphere conditions. We tested our results using data from the Central
Facility, Southern Great Plains (CF-SGP), where land-atmosphere interactions have been analyzed recently

Figure 1. Schematic representation of ABL model and moist convection indicators. Thick solid lines are vertical profiles of virtual potential temperature and specific humidity, thin dash
lines are dry adiabatic process, thin solid lines are moist adiabatic process, and thin dash-dot lines are saturation specific humidity at the dry adiabatic temperature (Tdry).
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using the observational data from Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program and Oklahoma Mes-
onet stations [Chandra et al., 2010; Qian et al., 2013; Ford et al., 2014; Phillips and Klein, 2014]. We only focus
on the boundary-layer dynamics before the LCL crossing by using the mixed-layer model, preserving the
investigations of the dynamics of cloud-topped boundary layer and preconditions for deep convection for
future study, as they involve complicated cloud feedbacks [Lilly, 1968; Stage and Businger, 1981; Zhang and
McFarlane, 1995; Stevens, 2006; Zhang and Song, 2009]. The paper is organized as follows: section 2 introdu-
ces the ABL model, the soil-plant model, and the convection indicators. Section 3 presents the patterns of
LCL crossing times and CAPE dynamics using a parameterization based on atmospheric conditions in CF-
SGP. Final conclusions are summarized in section 4. An appendix discusses the pseudoadiabatic processes
and the analytical determination of the LCL evolution.

2. Model Description

The essential dynamics of the ABL in the absence of clouds are described using a simple zero-dimensional
mixed-layer model, driven by the surface latent and sensible heat flux and by entrainment fluxes of energy
and moisture from the free atmosphere. The surface heat flux partitioning is controlled by a soil-plant
model, which accounts for the effects of soil moisture stress on vegetation. This coupled soil-plant-ABL
model provides the diurnal evolution of the temperature and the humidity in the mixed layer, from which
the LCL crossing time and CAPE evolution are computed.

2.1. ABL Model
The simplified zero-dimensional mixed-layer models used in this study were pioneered by Ball [1960], Lilly
[1968], Betts [1973], Carson [1973], and Tennekes [1973] in a series of classic studies of simplified models of the
ABL. They assumed that (1) the boundary layer is well mixed and thus the virtual potential temperature and spe-
cific humidity are constant throughout the ABL, (2) the land surface and the atmosphere are horizontally homo-
geneous without advection, and (3) the inversion above the ABL is approximated by an instant jump for both
temperature and humidity variables [Stull, 1988; Garratt, 1992; Porporato, 2009] (see thick solid lines in Figure 1).

The governing equation for the virtual potential temperature in the boundary layer is given as [Stull, 1988]

qacph
dhvBL

dt
5Hv1qacp½hvf ðhÞ2hvBL�

dh
dt
; (1)

where qa is air density, cp is the specific heat of air, h is the height of ABL, Hv is the surface virtual sensible
heat flux [Garratt, 1992; Brutsaert, 1998], and hvBL and hvf are the virtual potential temperature within the
boundary layer and in the free atmosphere, respectively. The virtual potential temperature is slightly differ-
ent from the potential temperature due to the lighter density of water vapor and heavier density of liquid
water content than that of the dry air [Brutsaert, 1982; Emanuel, 1994],

hv5h 11ðRv=Rd21Þq2ql½ �; (2)

where Rv and Rd are the gas constant for water vapor and dry air, respectively, q is specific humidity, and ql

is liquid water content, which is zero in this cloud-free ABL.

Similarly, the conservation of water vapor in the boundary layer gives

qah
dqBL

dt
5E1qa½qf ðhÞ2qBL�

dh
dt
; (3)

where qBL and qf are the specific humidity within the boundary layer and in the free atmosphere, respec-
tively, and E is evapotranspiration rate. To close the conservation equations (1) and (3), we use the flux-ratio
method, which assumes the buoyancy flux at the inversion is proportional to the surface buoyancy flux
[Tennekes, 1973; Garratt, 1992],

2ðw’hv ’Þh5b
Hv

qcp
; (4)

where b is the entrainment ratio which has typical value of 0.2 but may lie between 0.1 and unity [Betts,
1973; Tennekes, 1973; Stull, 1976], and the entrainment buoyancy flux can be linked to the boundary layer
growth rate [Garratt, 1992],
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2ðw’hv ’Þh5 hvf ðhÞ2hvBL½ � dh
dt
: (5)

The previous equations allow one to model the evolution of the ABL once the surface fluxes are specified,
as described next.

2.2. Soil-Plant Model
The surface sensible (H) and latent (kE) heat fluxes are partitioned from the available energy (Q) [Brutsaert, 2005],

Q5H1kE; (6)

where k is the latent heat of water vaporization. The sensible heat flux (H) can be further expressed as
[Burke, 1945],

H5gacpqa½hs2hBL�; (7)

where cp is specific heat of air, hs and hBL are the potential temperature at the surface and in the boundary
layer, and ga is the series conductance of leaf boundary layer and atmospheric boundary layer. Likewise,
evapotranspiration is modeled as

E5
gags

ga1gs
qa½qs2qBL�; (8)

where qs is the specific humidity at the evaporating surface, and gs is stomatal conductance, which depends
on both plant physiology and environmental conditions [Ball et al., 1987]. This is the link where the soil
moisture conditions exert their influence on the land-atmosphere interaction. Specifically, the empirical Jar-
vis’ formulation is used here to model the stomatal conductance [Jarvis, 1976; Daly et al., 2004],

gs5gsmax fQðQÞfhBLðhBLÞfwl
ðwlÞfdqðdqÞ; (9)

where dq is saturation deficit of specific humidity, defined as

dq5qsatðhBLÞ2qBL; (10)

where the saturation specific humidity qsat is determined by the temperature in the lower level of the
boundary layer, which is the same as potential temperature in the mixed layer (hBL), gsmax is the maximum
stomatal conductance, wl is the leaf water potential, and fQ, fhBL , fwl

, and fdq are functions of corresponding
variables Q, hBL, wl , and dq, respectively. The water potential gradient from the soil to the leaves drives the
water flux into and through the plant,

E5gsrpðws2wlÞ; (11)

where ws is the soil water potential, which is given by a Brooks-Corey type retention curve [Rodr�ıguez-Iturbe
and Porporato, 2005],

ws5
�wss2b; (12)

where s is the degree of saturation of soil moisture, b is the exponent of the retention curve, and �ws is the
soil water potential at saturation point [Clapp and Hornberger, 1978]. The soil-root-plant conductance gsrp in
(11) is the series equivalent of the soil-root conductance and plant conductance,

gsrp5
LAIgpgsr

LAIgp1gsr
; (13)

where LAI is leaf area per unit ground area, gp is plant conductance in terms of unit leaf area, and gsr is soil-
root conductance per unit ground area. The soil-root conductance is modeled as a simplified cylindrical
root function [Katul et al., 2003; Rodr�ıguez-Iturbe and Porporato, 2005; Bartlett et al., 2014],

gsr5
K
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RAIs2a
p

pgqw Zr
; (14)

where g is gravitational acceleration, qw is water density, K is hydraulic conductivity, a is parameter that
attenuates the decrease of gsr due to low hydraulic conductivity under water stress conditions, and RAI is
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root area per unit ground area. The hydraulic conductivity and root area index are related to the soil mois-
ture as K 5 Ks s2b13 [Clapp and Hornberger, 1978], where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity. The
plant conductance drops when leaf water potential is low and this decrease is modeled as [Katul et al.,
2003]

gp5gpmax exp 2 2
wl

d

� �c� �
; (15)

where the parameters c and d depend on different types vegetation (see detail in Daly et al. [2004]). The
above equations model the soil water flow, environmental regulation of stomatal conductance, surface
latent and sensible heat fluxes, and atmospheric boundary layer dynamics. This type of simple land surface-
ABL system has been extensively tested elsewhere and has been used to analyze the land-atmosphere
feedbacks [Daly et al., 2004; Konings et al., 2010; Gentine et al., 2013; Bonetti et al., 2015]. Once soil moisture
conditions are specified in (12)–(15) along with boundary-layer conditions in (1) and (3) and radiation forc-
ing in (6), the system can be solved numerically.

2.3. Moist Convection Indicators
The soil-plant-ABL model can be used to simulate the diurnal evolution of temperature and humidity
within the mixed layer. By comparing the buoyancy of an adiabatically lifted air parcel with that of
the surrounding free atmosphere, suitable indicators of moist convection can thus be derived, as is
customary in hydrometeorology [Stull, 1988; Emanuel, 1994; Tsonis, 2002]. When the unsaturated air
parcel is adiabatically lifted, the parcel follows a dry adiabatic process (see Appendix A), in which
potential temperature and the specific humidity remain constant with height (dashed line in Figure 1),
while the parcel temperature decreases according to the dry adiabatic lapse rate. This cooling effect
in the dry adiabatic process brings the parcel to saturation at the LCL (see Appendix B and Figure 1).
Further adiabatic lifting above the LCL causes an increase in potential temperature due to latent heat
release from condensation and the resulting temperature profile follows the so-called moist adiabatic
lapse rate, in which equivalent potential temperature is still conserved (see Appendix A and thin solid
line in Figure 1).

Due to condensation, the virtual potential temperature will continue to increase as the parcel is lifted higher
such that eventually the virtual potential temperature of the air parcel may exceed that of the surrounding
air. At this point, termed the level of free convection (LFC), the parcel becomes positively buoyant with
respect to the surrounding atmosphere and will continue to rise. Below the LFC, adiabatic lifting results in
negative buoyancy and inhibits the convection, while above the LFC the situation is reversed, resulting in
positive buoyancy. Further above, the moist adiabat again crosses the surrounding temperature profile (see
Figure 1) at the level of neutral buoyancy (LNB), above which the buoyancy with respect to the free atmos-
phere is again negative. The difference in virtual potential temperature between the adiabatically lifted air
parcel and the surrounding atmosphere is a measure of the buoyant force on an air parcel. The total area of
positive buoyancy between the LFC and the LNB is thus a measure of buoyant potential energy termed the
convective available potential energy (CAPE),

CAPEðtÞ5
ðzLNBðtÞ

zLFCðtÞ
g

Tv;pðz; tÞ2Tv;srdðz; tÞ
Tv;srdðz; tÞ dz; (16)

where Tv,p and Tv,srd are the virtual temperature of the air parcel and the surrounding air, respectively, and
zLFC and zLNB are the height of LFC and LNB, respectively. Note that the CAPE calculated from (16) is based
on the temperature of an adiabatically lifted air parcel, which sets the upper limit of the convective energy.
In reality, the air parcel cannot utilize all the CAPE due to the entrainment of dry and warm air [Zhang and
McFarlane, 1991; Zhang, 2009]. In this study, only the conventional definition of CAPE is used to track the
moist convection. Similarly, the total negative buoyancy below the LFC will restrain the rising air parcel and
is defined as convective inhibition (CIN),

CINðtÞ52

ðzLFCðtÞ

z0

g
Tv;pðz; tÞ2Tv;srdðz; tÞ

Tv;srdðz; tÞ dz; (17)

where z0 is the height at the earth surface.
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3. Results

The ABL model of section 2 can be numerically solved to obtain the dynamics of LCL, CAPE, and CIN (as
described in Appendices A and B and section 2). This model is parameterized and analyzed with reference
to a well-defined field experiment described next.

3.1. Study Site
To analyze the land-atmosphere coupling and its effects on moist convection, we focus on summer condi-
tions observed in the Central Facility, Southern Great Plains (CF-SGP), which is characterized by strong land-
atmosphere coupling in the warm seasons [Koster et al., 2004] but may also have strong synoptic forcing
such as low-level jet influence. Recently, the area has been extensively studied using the observational data
from ARM Program and Oklahoma Mesonet stations [Chandra et al., 2010; Qian et al., 2013; Ford et al., 2014;
Phillips and Klein, 2014].

Radiosonde data from the ARM program (http://www.arm.gov/) in the summer early morning (0530 local
time) are used to analyze the atmospheric conditions in CF-SGP. The virtual potential temperature and spe-
cific humidity tend to be linearly related to the altitude and therefore may be approximated as linear func-
tions (note that this assumption can be easily relaxed),

hvf ðzÞ5chv
z1hvf 0; (18)

and

qf ðzÞ5cqz1qf 0; (19)

where chv
and cq are the slopes of hv and q, respectively, and hvf 0 and qf 0 are the surface values of hv and q,

respectively. These slopes and surface values for CF-SGP, as seen in Figure 2, are negatively correlated, indi-
cating that less stable free atmosphere conditions tend to correspond to a warmer land surface, while wet-
ter air in the lower atmosphere is associated with rapid decreases in upper atmosphere moisture. Similar
correlations were also observed in other regions [Konings et al., 2010]. Based on these observations, the sur-
face values (hvf 0, qf 0) are modeled as linear functions of the slopes (chv , cq) to reduce the number of parame-
ters describing the states of the free atmosphere.

Surface heat fluxes in CF-SGP were measured at 30 min intervals with an Energy Balance Bowen Ratio
(EBBR) Station from ARM program. The available energy shows a daily progression well approximated by a
parabolic function with peak value Qmax 5 490 W m22 at midday (t 5 6 h) and zero value at t 5 0 h and
t 5 12 h (thin solid curves in Figure 3b). The soil and vegetation parameters are the same as in Daly et al.
[2004], representing the typical C3 plants and silt loam soil at CF-SGP.

3.2. Diurnal Evolution
We first show the diurnal evolution of surface energy partitioning with typical free atmosphere conditions
parameterized on 18 July 2009 (see Table 1), under different soil moisture conditions from well watered to a
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Figure 2. Scatter plots of (a) morning potential temperature surface value hf0 versus lapse rate ch and (b) morning humidity surface value
qf0 versus profile slope cq.
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condition near the wilting point. The plants are assumed to begin closing stomata in response to water
stress when soil moisture is below s* 5 0.45, and reach complete closure when soil moisture is below the
wilting point sw 5 0.25. As can be seen in Figure 3, the stomatal conductance generally follows the varia-
tion of radiation under well-watered condition, while it decreases sharply in midday in conditions of
water stress. The transpiration shows a related pattern with a flattening due to stomatal closure [Daly
et al., 2004].

The soil moisture control on evapotranspiration via stomatal conductance affects the energy partitioning
and thus the boundary-layer dynamics [Jarvis, 1976; McNaughton and Spriggs, 1986; Daly et al., 2004].
Figure 4 shows the diurnal evolution of ABL, LCL, LNB, and LFC under various soil conditions. During the
day, both ABL and LCL increase and end up crossing in the afternoon. On the contrary, LFC decreases
while the LNB increases so that the gap between each other gradually widens. Under drier soil condition,
more sensible heat flux is added into the ABL, which thus grows faster and crosses the LCL earlier. How-
ever, the distance between the LFC and LNB increases slower than under wetter soil conditions. Due to
the continuous supply of water from the surface, the LCL stays low causing a faster increase in CAPE
(Figure 5). This soil moisture control on ABL and LCL is consistent with the observation in SGP [Phillips and
Klein, 2014]. Here the specific atmosphere could be classified as ‘‘dry soil advantage’’ atmosphere in terms
of LCL crossing, as an earlier crossing is possible under dry soil condition. Similar atmospheric conditions
are also identified by tracking the relative humidity at the top of the boundary layer in some studies
[Ek and Holtslag, 2004; Westra et al., 2012; Gentine et al., 2013]. However, this atmosphere could also be
classified as ‘‘wet soil advantage’’ atmosphere in terms of CAPE as the simulations show higher CAPE
under wet soil condition. This contrasting pattern will be further explored under more comprehensive
atmospheric conditions.

Clouds may be assumed to develop as soon as the ABL crosses the LCL. At this time, the state of ABL is criti-
cal for the following development of potential deep convection. For example, an early LCL crossing ensures
that solar radiation is still available to sustain the continued convection. By investigating the timing of the
initiation of moist convection, Gentine et al. [2013] found that both wet soil and dry soil may be conducive
to early moist convection when changing the atmospheric parameters, meaning that the atmospheric con-

ditions can determine whether the soil
moisture-rainfall feedback is positive or
negative. Other than the timing of
moist convection, the amount of accu-
mulated convective potential energy as
CAPE at that time determines whether
the ABL is well prepared for the follow-
ing development of deep convection.
As a general rule of thumb, CAPE larger
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Figure 3. (a) Stomatal conductance and (b) latent heat flux for different soil moisture conditions s 5 0.45 (thick solid line), s 5 0.38 (thick
dash line), s 5 0.32 (thick dash-dotted line), and s 5 0.25 (thick dotted line). The thin solid line in Figure 3b is the total available energy Q.
The soil and vegetation parameters are the same as in Daly et al. [2004], and the atmospheric parameters are in Table 1.

Table 1. Atmospheric Parameters in the Early Morning on 18 July 2009 at
CF-SGP

Variables Value Unit

chv 0.0033 K m21

hvf 0 298 K
cq 22.1 3 1026 kg kg21 m21

qf 0 0.011 kg kg21

Qmax 490 W m22
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than 400 J kg21 is required [Findell and Eltahir, 2003] and this empirical threshold will be used here as a cri-
terion for deep convection along with the LCL crossing.

3.3. Soil Moisture and Atmospheric Controls on Moist Convection: Classification of Different Regimes
The previous section referred only to one specified atmospheric condition. In this section, we explore the
effect of free atmospheric conditions. To constrain the parameter space, we employ the linear relationship
between slope and surface values for the free atmospheric profiles presented in Figure 2. With this linear rela-
tionship, a smaller chv

means that the free atmosphere is less stable and hotter near the earth surface, while a
smaller cq means that the free atmosphere is wetter in the lower altitude but drier at higher elevation in terms
of specific humidity. Exploring these parameters allows us to account for a comprehensive range of atmos-
pheric conditions through the analysis of the parameters cq and chv

under different soil moisture conditions.

Regimes for the conditions of the LCL crossing and the CAPE at the time of the crossing (or at the end of
the day if there is no crossing) are presented in Figures 6 and 7 and are summarized in Table 2. When
atmospheric conditions are within regime I, the CAPE is larger than 400 J kg21 at the end of the day but the
ABL does not cross the LCL. Within regime II, the CAPE is too low at the end of the day while ABL still does
not cross the LCL. In regime III, ABL crosses the LCL but the CAPE is too low (<400 J kg21) at the crossing
time. Only when the atmospheric conditions are within regime IV, is deep convection likely to be triggered,
since the CAPE is large enough when the ABL crosses the LCL.

The analysis of these four regimes as a function of free atmospheric parameters for different soil moisture
conditions is presented in Figure 6. In general, the regimes I, II, III, and IV map onto four quadrants, corre-
sponding to near neutral-and-dry, stable-and-dry, stable-and-moist, and near neutral-and-moist atmos-
phere. Particularly, in the bottom right of regime IV (the lower atmosphere is relatively more stable and
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Figure 4. ABL height (black solid), LCL (blue dash), LFC (red dash-dot), and LNB (green dot) evolution under different soil moisture condi-
tions. The vertical thin dash lines mark the LCL crossing time. Note that the y axis has been cut between 4 and 6 to facilitate comparison of
the evolution of the different altitudes. Parameters are the same as in Figure 3.
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wetter), the ABL grows slowly but efficiently accumulates moisture, thus facilitating the LCL crossing. In the
top left of regime IV (the lower atmosphere is relatively less stable and drier), the moist convection still can
be triggered in the dry soil condition, under which more available energy is partitioned into sensible heat
flux which then accelerates the growth of ABL to reach the LCL. This regime is close to the atmospheric con-
ditions analyzed in section 3.2 and also has been identified as ‘‘dry soil advantage’’ atmosphere in some
other studies [Ek and Holtslag, 2004; Westra et al., 2012; Gentine et al., 2013].

The values of CAPE at the time of LCL crossing corresponding to Figure 6 are presented in Figure 7. As can be
seen, the CAPE and the LCL crossing time show different patterns with respect to atmospheric conditions. While
the ABL can cross the LCL earlier under either wetter or drier soil (Figure 6), the CAPE seems always larger under
wetter soil conditions (Figure 7). Besides the soil conditions, the free atmosphere can also influence the intensity
of convection. A less stable atmosphere tends to provide more positive buoyancy to the air parcel and moist
atmosphere could decrease the LCL [Stull, 1988; Emanuel, 1994; Tsonis, 2002]. This is reflected in Figure 6, where
CAPE becomes larger for smaller cq and chv

. The empirical CAPE threshold, defining the boundaries between
regimes I and II and between regimes III and IV, is used to estimate the transition to shallow or to deep convec-
tion. A slight change of this threshold does not qualitatively change the general location of regimes I–IV. For
example, if the threshold decreases to 300 J kg21, the boundaries between regimes I and II and between
regimes III and IV will follow the CAPE contours and slightly move to the right, leading to a corresponding
expansion of regimes I and IV and a contraction of regimes II and III. If the threshold is increasing to 500 J kg21,
the boundaries will slightly move to the left and have opposite effects on the area of each regime.

Due to these contrasting patterns between the CAPE and the LCL crossing, we will analyze their joint
dynamics next to understand the possible conditions that favor convective precipitation.

3.4. Soil Moisture Sensitivity to the Moist Convection
As shown in the previous sections, earlier LCL crossings are not necessarily accompanied by larger CAPE
and in general both of these two indicators should be taken into consideration. Given their possible

Figure 5. CAPE (black solid) and CIN (blue dash) evolution under different soil moisture conditions. The vertical thin dash lines mark the
LCL crossing time. Parameters are the same as in Figure 3.
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contrasting tendencies, one specified free atmosphere condition may have the strongest convection when
the soil moisture value is such that it corresponds to the highest CAPE while still allows the ABL to cross the
LCL during the daytime. We will indicate this soil moisture corresponding to maximum convection as smax

and study its behavior as a function of free atmospheric conditions. Note that although the overall influence
of soil moisture on rainfall frequency is more significant than the influence on rainfall intensity over a long
period of time [D’Odorico and Porporato, 2004; Findell et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2014], for specific atmospheric
conditions, soil moisture can influence the states of the atmosphere such as low-level humidity, which then
could determine both the occurrence and intensity of the rainfall event [Bretherton et al., 2004; Neelin et al.,
2009].

Figure 8 shows the LCL crossing time (solid lines) and the corresponding CAPE (dash lines) as a function of
soil moisture under four types of atmospheric conditions. For example, in Figure 8a, the ABL can cross LCL
only when soil is dry (s �0.34), while CAPE increases as the soil becomes wetter, indicating smax 5 0.34 could
potentially trigger the strongest moist convection. Figure 8b shows a similar pattern for an intermediate
value of smax. The example conditions of Figures 8c and 8d show another type of atmosphere under which
the ABL always crosses LCL and CAPE increases as the soil become wetter, suggesting a scenario where the
wettest soil could trigger the strongest deep convection (smax 5 0.5).

The soil moisture corresponding to the maximum convection (smax) could be further used to classify the
sensitivity of moist convection to soil moisture. If smax is small (as in Figure 8a), the specified atmosphere
can be classified as a ‘‘dry soil advantage’’ atmosphere. If smax is large (as in Figures 8c and 8d), the atmos-
phere can be classified as a ‘‘wet soil advantage’’ atmosphere. The intermediate case of Figure 8b can be
classified as a ‘‘transitional’’ atmosphere. Other than comparing the simulated rainfall occurrence only under
the extreme wet and dry soil moisture cases [Findell and Eltahir, 2003], this smax tests the whole range of soil
moisture to provide a more accurate soil moisture condition corresponding to maximum convection. This

Figure 6. LCL crossing time under different soil moisture and atmospheric conditions. Labeled contour lines represent the hour after sun-
rise that LCL crossing occurs. No crossing occurs in regions I–III. Classification of regime I–IV is described in Table 2.
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accurate smax involves a trade-off between LCL crossing and the intensity of the convection and helps iden-
tifying the nonlinearity of the feedbacks in the land-atmosphere interactions.

Based on the analysis of smax, the atmospheric conditions can be divided into four different zones as shown
in Figure 9 and summarized in Table 3: in zone A, the ABL cannot cross LCL under any soil moisture condi-
tion; in zone B, the ABL can cross LCL under any soil moisture condition but the CAPE at the time of crossing
is lower than 400 J kg21; in zone B0, the ABL can cross LCL under certain soil moisture condition but CAPE at
the time of crossing is low; only in zone C, can the ABL cross LCL in the daytime with a maximum CAPE
larger than 400 J kg21, so that smax can be found. Unlike the classification of atmosphere regimes in section
3.3 (Table 2), which is based on one specified soil moisture condition, the classification of atmospheric
zones in this section (Table 3) considers the whole range of soil moisture to identify the state corresponding
to the maximum convection (smax).

Figure 9 also marks the four example atmospheric conditions of Figure 8 as the star, circle, cross, and plus.
As can be seen, when the near neutral free atmosphere is dry near the surface but moist in the higher alti-

tude (large cq and small chv
, around the

star mark), smax is small and a negative
feedback can be identified between
the soil moisture and the moist convec-
tion. When the lower atmosphere is
moist (small cq, around the cross and
the plus), smax is large and a positive
feedback can be identified. When the
lower atmosphere is near neutral and

Figure 7. CAPE levels at the LCL crossing time for four different soil moisture conditions as a function of free atmospheric conditions. The
thick solid lines divide the atmospheric conditions into four regimes I–IV based on the LCL crossing and the CAPE, which are explained in
Table 1. Contours in regime IV represent the CAPE at the time of LCL crossing in units of J kg21. Note that the CAPE contours do not follow
the crossing time contours of Figure 6.

Table 2. Regime Classification of Atmospheric Conditions as in Figures 6 and 7
Based On the LCL Crossing and the CAPE at the Time of the Crossing (or End
of the Day if There Is No Crossing)

Regime LCL Crossing CAPE (J kg21)

I No >400
II No <400
III Yes <400
IV Yes >400
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moist (small chv
and small cq, around the circle mark), smax is between dry and wet, showing the transition

from positive to negative feedback. In general, this coupled soil-plant-ABL model demonstrates that the soil
moisture feedbacks to moist convection are nonlinear and dependent on the free atmospheric conditions.
The feedbacks would become even more complicated when considering large-scale circulation as have

been observed in many recent studies
[Findell et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2012;
Guillod et al., 2015].

In the analysis above, the use of linear
state profiles reduces the number of
parameters to capture the essential
features of atmospheric conditions.
This also allows us to visualize the clas-
sification of free atmosphere and soil
moisture regimes and thus illustrate
the effects of land and atmospheric
controls on the moist convection. In
practice, the mixed-layer models and
the classification methods can be
directly applied to observed radio-
sonde data. To demonstrate this, we
used observed early morning sound-
ing profiles and surface heat fluxes in
CF-SGP from the summer of 2002–
2009 to analyze the soil moisture sen-
sitivity to moist convection (days with

Figure 8. LCL crossing time (solid lines) and CAPE (dash lines) as a function of soil moisture for four typical atmosphere conditions:
(a) chv 5 2.7 3 1023 K m21, cq 5 21.5 3 1026 kg kg21 m21; (b) chv 5 2.7 3 1023 K m21, cq 5 22.4 3 1026 kg kg21 m21; (c) chv 5 3.3 3

1023 K m21, cq 5 23 3 1026 kg kg21 m21; (d) chv 5 4 3 1023 K m21, cq 5 23.5 3 1026 kg kg21 m21; these four cases are also represented
in Figure 9 as star, circle, cross, and plus. The shaded area is the region where ABL is able to reach the LCL at the daytime.

Figure 9. Soil moisture corresponding to the maximum convection (smax) under
various atmospheric conditions. The star, circle, cross, and plus represent four cor-
responding atmosphere conditions in Figures 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d. The thick solid
lines divide the atmospheric conditions into four different zones A, B, B0 , and C,
which are explained in Table 3.
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missing data were excluded from this
analysis). From these 365 days of free
atmosphere profiles, 168 days are clas-
sified into zone A, 13 days into zone B,
38 days into zone B0, and 146 days into
zone C. The distribution of smax for
these 146 free atmosphere profiles in
zone C is presented in Figure 10. It
shows that soil moisture conditions

from wet to dry can possibly trigger the strongest convection, indicating that all three types of atmospheric
conditions (i.e., ‘‘positive soil advantage,’’ ‘‘transitional,’’ and ‘‘negative soil advantage’’ atmospheric condi-
tions) exist in CF-SGP. This analysis is consistent with the study of Findell and Eltahir [2003], which compared
the modeled convective rainfall under two extreme soil moisture conditions and concluded Oklahoma is in
the transitional feedback region.

3.5. Moist Convection Under Other Land Surface and Atmospheric Conditions
The regime classification discussed before refers to clear sky conditions and is limited to the regression rela-
tionships of temperature and humidity profiles as in Figure 2. Other effects may induce some variations in
terms of the LCL crossing and CAPE in different conditions. For example, when early morning clouds are
above the newly developed boundary layer, part of the solar radiation can be reflected and absorbed by
the liquid water in the cloud. The reduction of surface radiation could not only delay the initiation of moist
convection but also reduce the intensity of convection. As a result, the area of the atmospheric zone C, rep-
resenting the possible deep convection zone, will shrink, indicating more difficulty to trigger deep
convection.

If the atmospheric conditions are warmer than usual (e.g., increase hf 0) but with the same specific humidity
profiles, the atmosphere will have a higher water vapor saturation capacity so that the LCL is higher and
CAPE is lower than usual. For these reasons, it is more difficult to trigger deep convection under the
warmer-than-usual atmosphere. Similarly, if the atmospheric conditions are wetter than usual (e.g., increase
qf 0) but with the same temperature profiles, the atmosphere needs less water vapor to become saturated
so that the LCL is lower and CAPE can be higher than usual. The wetter-than-usual atmosphere more easily
triggers deep and strong convection.

Regarding the land surface conditions, the foregoing development assumes a typical C3 plant cover. It
could be interesting to analyze the impact of different photosynthetic pathways [L€uttge, 2000; Daly et al.,
2004; Vico and Porporato, 2008; Borland et al., 2009; Hartzell et al., 2015] and land cover types [Pitman, 2003;
Pielke et al., 2011], in general, on atmospheric convection. For example, C4 plants are more sensitive to

water stress and may have less transpiration in
semiarid regions [Vico and Porporato, 2008],
thus partitioning more sensible heat flux to
accelerate the boundary-layer growth.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we embedded a soil-plant system
within a mixed-layer model to study the possi-
ble conditions that could lead to deep convec-
tion with consideration of both the initiation of
moist convection (LCL crossing) and the con-
vective energy (CAPE threshold). Based on the
free atmosphere conditions in Central Facility,
Southern Great Plains, we found that a dry
atmosphere tends to suppress moist convec-
tion and stable atmosphere tends to have less
convective energy. Moist convection can be
triggered earlier when the atmosphere is more

Table 3. Atmospheric Zones as in Figure 9 Based On the LCL Crossing, and
Maximum CAPE at the Time of the Crossing

Zone LCL Crossing
Maximum

CAPE (J kg21)

A No, for any soil moisture
B Yes, for any soil moisture <400
B0 Yes, for a range of soil moisture <400
C Yes, for a range of soil moisture >400
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Figure 10. Distribution of soil moisture corresponding to the maximum
convection (smax) calculated from observational data in Central Facility,
Southern Great Plains.
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stable and wetter, which allows the ABL to grow slowly but efficiently accumulate moisture, thus facilitating
the LCL crossing. CAPE is found to be always larger over the wetter surface, which provides abundant mois-
ture content to lower the LCL and increase the buoyancy of the lifted air parcel.

By combining a CAPE threshold condition to the traditional binary criterion of crossing/no-crossing of the
LCL, our analysis defines four different atmospheric regimes and maps their existence as a function of
the boundary conditions (i.e., soil moisture properties, plant, and free atmosphere parameters) to illustrate
the complicated dependence of boundary-layer dynamics and deep convection on soil moisture and
atmospheric conditions. We also investigated the soil moisture corresponding to the maximum potential
convection (i.e., the largest CAPE at time of LCL crossing), which provides a criterion to identify which soil
moisture state favors the strongest convection. While the CAPE here is close to the Convective Triggering
Potential of Findell and Eltahir [2003], our approach considers the whole range of soil moisture when quanti-
fying the maximum potential convection. By adding CAPE to the previous single criterion of LCL crossing
[e.g., Juang et al., 2007a; Siqueira et al., 2009; Gentine et al., 2013], the categorization of atmospheric condi-
tions becomes more precise regarding the so-called dry or wet soil advantage for triggering convection. For
example, while previous work identified the dry soil advantage only in terms of LCL crossing (e.g., Figure
8c), from our analysis it becomes clear that these atmospheric conditions should instead be identified as
wet soil advantage when considering also that CAPE is always higher under wet soil conditions.

Finally, it should be kept in mind that this study has been focused on the development of the ABL and
CAPE only up to the LCL crossing. The emergence of convective cloud cover after the LCL crossing will sig-
nificantly influence the entrainment flux by redistributing the radiation and by evaporating liquid water in
the cloud. It will be interesting in future work to go beyond these simplifications, especially to include the
dynamics of the cloud-topped boundary layer to link the CAPE at LCL crossing to the actual onset and
development of free convection. With longer time scales in mind, the result of this work may be used to
interpret simplified representations of soil moisture-rainfall feedback parameterization in stochastic soil
moisture models [D’Odorico and Porporato, 2004; Porporato and D’Odorico, 2004; Yin et al., 2014].

Appendix A: Thermodynamic Background and Definition of Pseudoadiabatic
Processes

Since adiabatic lifting includes no heat exchange between the air parcel and the surrounding atmosphere,
the first law of thermodynamics implies that the work done by changing the specific volume of air parcel
(da) against the surrounding pressure (P) is completely going into internal energy (cv dT ),

cv dT52Pda; (A1)

where cv is the specific heat at constant volume and dT is the change of the temperature. Using Mayer’s
relation between specific heats

cp2cv5R; (A2)

where cp is specific heat at constant pressure and the differential form of the ideal gas law

RdT5dðaPÞ5Pda1adP; (A3)

allows one to write for the dry adiabat,

cpdT5adP5
1
qa

dP; (A4)

where cpdT is the change of enthalpy for the perfect gas.

In a moist pseudoadiabatic process, where the heat capacity of liquid water is neglected, the latent heat
release from condensed liquid water content (dqL) provides extra enthalpy for the air parcel, so that

cpdT5
1
qa

dP1kdqL: (A5)

Since condensation takes place at the saturation curve, dqL can be expressed as
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dqL52dqsatðT ; PÞ: (A6)

Using the ideal gas law and substituting (A6) into (A5), one obtains an ordinary differential equation for the
moist pseudoadiabatic process,

cpdT5
RT
P

dP2kdqsatðT ; PÞ: (A7)

By approximating the gas constant of the air parcel using that of dry air,

qsatðT ; PÞ5 R
Rv

esatðTÞ
P
� e

esatðTÞ
P

; (A8)

where e is the ratio of gas constant of dry air to that of water vapor, esat is saturation water vapor pressure,
which is governed by the parcel temperature following the relationship described in the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation,

desat

dT
5

kesat

Rv T 2
: (A9)

Differentiating the saturation specific humidity in (A7) with the approximation (A8) and the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation (A9), one can find the temperature change with respect to pressure [Emanuel, 1994;
Tsonis, 2002],

dT
dP

5
1
P

RT1kqs

cp1 k2qs
Rv T 2

: (A10)

In practice, the adiabatic lapse rate is often expressed as the rate of temperature change with increase in
altitude. To obtain these types of lapse rates, one may assume that the surrounding atmosphere is in hydro-
static equilibrium, in which case

dP
dz

52
Pg

RTsrd
; (A11)

where Tsrd is the temperature of the surrounding air. With this, assuming the surrounding air and the parcel
air have the same temperature (i.e., T 5 Tsrd) and substituting (A11) into (A4) yields another form of dry adia-
batic lapse rate, i.e.,

Cdry5
dT
dz

52
T

Tsrd

g
cp
� 2

g
cp
; (A12)

while substituting (A11) into (A10) yields another form of moist pseudoadiabatic lapse rate,

Cmoist5
dT
dz

52
g
cp

RT1kqs

11 k2qs
cp Rv T 2

1
RTsrd

� 2
g
cp

11 kqs
RT

11 k2qs
cp Rv T 2

: (A13)

It is worth mentioning that the approximation in equations (A12) and (A13) may become inaccurate due to
the assumption of Tsrd 5 T, especially when the surrounding air and parcel air have significant temperature
difference (e.g., atmospheric condition with large CAPE).

Appendix B: Analytical Determination of the LCL Evolution

During a dry adiabatic lifting process, no water vapor is condensed and thus the specific humidity of the air
parcel remains constant. At the lifting condensation level (LCL), the air parcel just becomes saturated but its
specific humidity still equals the initial value (q0),

qLCL5e
esðTLCLðPLCLÞÞ

PLCL
5q0; (B1)

where es(•), the saturation water vapor pressure as a function of temperature, can be derived from the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Assuming constant latent heat of vaporization k in (A9), the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation can be written in the integrated form as
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esatðTÞ5esatðTref Þexp
k
R

1
Tref

2
1
T

� �� �
; (B2)

where Tref and esat(Tref) are the reference temperature and the saturation vapor pressure at the reference
temperature, respectively. Since the air parcel follows the dry adiabatic process from near-surface initial
temperature T0, the temperature at LCL TLCL(PLCL) can be found by integrating equation (A4),

TLCL5T0
PLCL

P0

� �R=cp

: (B3)

Finally, the pressure at the LCL can be analytically solved from equations (B1–B3), yielding the closed form

PLCL5
ðkRÞcp=R

2cpRv T0W 2 q0kR
eesatðTref Þcp Rv T0

exp 2 kR
cp Rv Tref

� �
PR=cp

0

h in ocp=R
P0; (B4)

where W[•] is the Lambert W function [Corless et al., 1996]. Without any empirical parameters and coeffi-
cients, equation (B4) provides an analytical solution for the LCL as a function of near-surface temperature
(T0) and humidity (q0), which are assigned as the temperature (hBL) and humidity (qBL) in the boundary layer
in this study. This expression can be easily computed using numerical routines, and the Lambert W function
has been implemented in many software applications such as Maple, GP, Matlab, and Mathematica.

To obtain the altitude of the LCL, one needs to transfer the pressure level to the height level by assuming
atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium. This one-to-one pressure-altitude relationship can be obtained from
(A11) and (A12) by approximating the temperature profiles below the LCL as dry adiabatic profiles,

PðzÞ5P0
TðzÞ

T0

� �2
g

RCdry

; (B5)

with (B5), the altitude of the LCL can be transferred from equations (B4),

zLCL52
T0

Cdry
1

kR

gRv W kRCdry

gRv T0

P0 q0
eeref

� �2
RCdry

g
exp kRCdry

gRv Tref

� �" # : (B6)
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